Day 1

local ice cream!

Depart the center of Israel in the morning
and proceed to the north – around 1 hour and
a half drive. We shall reach a beautiful place
overlooking the Mediterranean sea. After a
coffee and cookies we shall board a commando
boat for a short cruise, an amazing experience
with a detailed explanation of the sights and
the sea. After returning to the shore we shall
ride off road vehicles and see the beauty of
the nature . We shall cross green forests, hills,
views and observation points.
At the end of the trail we shall visit a remarkable
site overlooking a special rainbow cave and
the sea! A rich lunch will be waiting for you
in the forest including local exotic dishes.
After the lunch we shall have a short walk to
the cave and receive a detailed explanation
on the various sites seen from this point and
their history.
We shall proceed to a unique location in which
IDF soldiers have been abducted by Hezbollah
in 2006. We shall also visit the place of the exit
of the terror tunnel built by the Hezbollah. From
there we shall see the famous border walls
with Lebanon in which many painters drew
their paintings. We proceed to a small winery
in which we shall have a tour and explanation
followed by tasting of wine and cheese.We shall
drive to a natural ice cream factory in which
we shall experience production and tasting of

We shall wrap up the day in a unique observation
from “ Adir Mountain “ into Lebanon followed
by a coffee. We shall proceed to our lodge in
which we shall have our special dinner.
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Day 2
After breakfast we shall drive to the northern
point of Israel – Metulla .
We shall observe the Lebanese villages, the
Galilee and Golan heights .
We shall continue to the Golan heights and stop
in the special memorial at the “Valley of Tears“
where a major tank battle of the 1973 Yom
Kipur War took place. After a good coffee and
explanation we shall ride on off road vehicles
and enjoy 1 hour ride in unique places of the
Golan heights. We shall cross valleys and hills,
water falls and deserted Syrian headquarters.
During the tour we shall visit special sites in
which the famous Israeli spy in Syria – Eli
Cohen visited and hear about his amazing story.
At the end of the tour we shall visit a local
winery in which we can hear the way wine is
produced in the Golan Heights followed by a
rich lunch and wine tasting. On the way home
we shall visit a unique historical place not
often visited by travelers and hear the special
story of the place.

For details and bookings:
Info@azjanddytours.com

Enjoy and fall in love
with the magical nature
and history of Israel!
Janddy Tours Israel is offering:

Trips in the nature, unknown places
to most of the travelers!
Small groups

Trips and special
meals in amazing
locations and
observation points

An experienced
local guide

Unique
attractions and
experience

Stay In Special
Lodges In The
Nature

A special gift to
every guest

